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Our space is designed with our clients needs in mind. Not one person 
has the same sensory needs as another and we determine to accommodate 
the unique sensory wishes of each client.

All areas in our Sensory space are well defined and separated while 
encouraging safe exploration and expression.

Soft play items work in collaboration (can be paired) and can be reconfigured to address different sensory 
requirements of our clients. 

Larger Clients Need Pressure Too! Increase 
Calming and Organizing Input By Providing Deep 
Touch Pressure And Vestibular Stimulation In The 
Adult Cuddle Swing. With One Side of The 
Cuddle Cut Taller Than the Other, The Swing 
Becomes a Natural Seat, Encouraging Postural 
Flexion.

The Adult Cuddle Swing Is Made Of Soft, Stretchy 
Nylon Mesh And Long-lasting Fabric. Working 
Load Is 136kg (300lb).

Adult Cuddle Swing

Like the Cuddle Swing, The Snuggle Swing Is 
Made of a Soft, Stretchy Fabric, but allows More 
Stability as a Child Sits and Looks Through the 
Opening of The Swing. With the Deep Pressure 
Provided Throughout the Body, The Snuggle 
Swing Is an Ideal Way to Address Calming and 
Organizing Needs While Incorporating Vestibular 
Input During Any Activity.

Working Load Is 136kg (300lb)

Junior Snuggle Swing
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Vestibular/Bolster Swing is designed to aid in 
improving balance, core strength, and reactions 
to maintain body alignment. The foam padded 
frame is covered with an easily cleaned mois-
ture/wear resistant vinyl. 
The swing is suspended by vinyl covered chains 
that are height adjustable. Disconnect the 
Balance Buddy Bolster from the chains and use it 
on the ground. This type of swing has long been 
a favorite of Therapists!
Weight capacity 180 lbs

Large Swing Bolster

Same as Large Swing Bolster, 
Junior Vestibular/Bolster Swing is designed to aid in 
improving balance, core strength, and reactions to 
maintain body alignment
Weight limit of 140 lbs.

Junior Swing Bolster

Multipurpose swing chosen for proprioception, relaxation, or 
active motion. Perfect for sensory integration therapy.
Yes, you can layout or recline in this chair, or cuddle in sideways 
to provide deep proprioceptive feedback. The perfect mate to any 
sensory integration and occupational therapy programs. A fabu-
lous addition to any postural strength or motor planning program.
Integrated safety swivel enables Spinning without twisting the 
suspension ropes.
Made from pure in bleached and undyed organic cotton, ensuring 
a super soft surface that is easy to clean and always ready for 
relaxing The spreader bar is made of bamboo from responsibly 
managed forests.
Maximum weight is 285 lbs / 130 kG

Therapy Hammock Swing
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Offers relaxation and stimulates the imagination. 
Wrapped in the soft fabric, sitting on the large 
and soft seat cushion, children find peace and 
quiet! It will delight any child. It can be mounted 
in the child’s room.

The perfect refuge for children 3 to 12 years old; 
It comes with a large and detachable soft pillow. 
Holds up to 175lbs/80kg.
    

Joki Indoor Nest Swing

The Putt Putt Balance Board is a fun way to promote 
balance and coordination. The user can see the ball 
running in front of their feet as opposed to under their 
feet in other balance boards. 

The board can be used by itself; a lid can be used with 
it to keep the ball from rolling off and a second layered 
track can be added to increase the complexity. The 
design of double-layered tracks allows the ball to move 
forward and goes in one hole and out from the other 
continuously through the user’s left-right movement. 
This innovation increases the play value and promotes 
the player’s movement balance and coordination.

Putt Putt Balance Board
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The Firm Foamed Soft Play Plinth Completely Encases the 
Metal Frame Of The Trampoline, Making It A Safe Addition 
To Any Play Area. Endoblast 3 elastic cords – tested to 
millions of bounces!
30 adjustable cords allow for 3 adjustable tension settings 
that allow changes to mat firmness for a customized 
bounce.
Virtually silent and wonderfully smooth, cushioned, yet lively 
bounce.
Over 40% reduction on impact as compared to traditional 
rebounders.
Arched legs provide stability and resist tipping for added 
safety.
Commercial-grade construction – 16-gauge steel tubing for 
strength and durability. Handle bar for added stability.

Maximum weight 225 lbs.

Individual Size Trampoline with Trampoline Plinth

Filled with Giant Cloud Nine, the Crash Pit Is Fun 
and Inviting. 

It's A Perfect Landing Spot for The Children Who 
Crave the Crash-and-burn Input. 
Working Load: 300 lbs

Crush Pit with Landing Cloud



Encourage relaxation. Build confidence. Strength-
en sensorimotor skills. 

Ball pools are great places to learn to relax — for 
children and adults. 

Brightly colored balls massage the entire body, 
providing buoyant support, deep-pressure sensa-
tion, and proprioceptive feedback. Thick, 10" 
vinyl-upholstered walls are 29"H with "locked" 
corners that hold tightly with heavy-duty touch-fas-
tener flaps

Giant Corner Ball Pit 
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And away they go! This ramp is sure to be a hit in our 
space. It offers clients sensory stimulation, heavy work, 
bilateral coordination and motor planning all in one.

The platform consists of (2) six-rung ladders connected 
to a solid wooden top. Children can climb up the back 
to begin their fun. 

Climb and Go with Steam Roller Slide
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This vestibular aid allows users to sit or bounce in any 
position–and offers the capability to change the 
angle of the seat for more challenging bouncing 
activities. 

Easily adjustable resistance. Features a deep hug-
ging seat for superior comfort. Frame is made of 
durable steel construction.
Working load: 400 lbs

Adult Bounce Chair

Designed for indoor use, the large modular 
blocks are easy to assemble and change to suit 
the therapeutic needs of our clients. 
Allow children to develop motor skills while 
improving self-confidence, encourage initiative 
and test their motor limits. 

No sharp edges, designed to support the weight 
of multiple children or one adult. 

Large Motor Balance set 

A slimline design, the Musical Squares combines 
gross-motor movement with cause-and-effect 
understanding using fabulous sound quality, bright 
colors and enormous flexibility. 8 different switches, 
8 different colors, 8 different sound worlds: Notes, 
Flurries, Silly Sounds, Transportation sounds, Bells, 
Birdsong

Music Sound Panel
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The simple changing shapes of color and gentle 
patterns require little intellectual concentration. 

This allows the individual to relax with the image without 
the need to predict or decipher the shapes or patterns of 
objects. Liquid wheel is ideal for relaxation and set the 
mood.

SNAP PROJECTOR + Effects Wheel 
- Whales-and Liquid wheel

Space saving bubble wall, very robust, requires 
only 1 quart of water.  Comes in two sizes: 
1.20m 1.50m

This wall mountable wall of bubbles has 6 
different bubbling options and a color pause 
feature.  Watch the bubbles move and colors 
change

Infinity Bubble Wall
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A cascade of shimmering Fiber Optics surround-
ing you with light.

Offers scope for a tremendous tactile experience 
and Great visual stimulation.

Fiber Optic Waterfall

The soft sided cubbie folds flat and sets up in a 
few seconds. The space within feels larger than it 
is because of the acrylic tunnel of mirrors. 

The large doorway allows the inhabitant to stay in 
touch with the outside space while maintaining a 
safe distance or barrier.

Hidey Hut

Provides gentle vibration when needed through 
the integrated vibration mat. 

Relaxes and soothes people who are easily 
distracted by external sensory.

Large Vibrating Cocoon Bed 
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Interactive Bubble Column.
The Interactive Bubble Column makes an exciting, 
colorful addition to any multi-sensory room. This 
column is operating by a switch, which turns on the 
bubbles. Because the columns don't overheat or 
become too hot, they are fun to touch. 
The Interactive Bubble Column is designed with a 
socket that enables the operation of a switch. Once 
the bubbles start flowing, a user can improve visual 
tracking and concentration skills.

2m Interactive Bubble Col with 9 Fish

A soft play or vinyl covered foam sensory discov-
ery area that enables a visual level of balance. 
Clients can easily be at the same visual level or 
assume a higher or lower power position by 
choosing different mat locations. 
Large climbing pieces, in a semi-circle, allow for 
safe and social interactions and encourage posi-
tional personal space reflection.

Sensory Defensive Soft Play set

A finely woven carpet with a pattern of colored, 
fluorescent threads. 

The carpet is soft to touch and hard wearing. 

Space Maze UV Carpets 


